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Taphonomic and diagenetic processes inevitably distort the original skeletal morphology
of fossil vertebrate remains. Key aspects of palaeobiological datasets may be directly
impacted by such morphological deformation, such as taxonomic diagnoses and
phylogenetic hypotheses, interpretations of the shape and orientation of anatomical
structures, and assessments of interspecific and intraspecific variation. In order to
overcome these ubiquitous challenges we present a novel reconstruction workflow
combining retopology and retrodeformation, allowing the original morphology of both
symmetrically and asymmetrically damaged areas of fossils to be reconstructed. As
case studies, we present idealised three-dimensional reconstructions of the sternum of
the crownward stem-bird Ichthyornis dispar, and cervical vertebrae of the diplodocid
sauropod Galeamopus pabsti. Multiple Ichthyornis sterna were combined into a
single, idealised composite representation through superimposition and alignment
of retopologised models, and this composite was subsequently retrodeformed. The
Galeamopus vertebrae were individually retrodeformed and symmetrised. Our workflow
enabled us to quantify deformation of individual specimens with respect to our
reconstructions, and to characterise global and local taphonomic deformation. Our
workflow can be integrated with geometric morphometric approaches to enable
quantitative morphological comparisons among multiple specimens, as well as
quantitative interpolation of “mediotypes” of serially homologous elements such as
missing vertebrae, haemal arches, or ribs.

Keywords: retrodeformation, 3D modelling, taphonomy, reconstruction, dinosaurs, Ichthyornis, Galeamopus,
skeletal deformation
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INTRODUCTION

Skeletal remains of extinct organisms allow us to trace
evolutionary changes in morphology across vast timescales
and provide direct insight into major phenotypic transitions
throughout the evolutionary history of vertebrates (Gauthier
et al., 1988; Ahlberg and Milner, 1994; Padian and Chiappe,
1998; Thewissen et al., 2001; Daeschler et al., 2006; Shubin
et al., 2006; Xu et al., 2010; Hsiang et al., 2015). Unfortunately,
the fossil record is incomplete and often fragmentary (e.g.,
Fountaine et al., 2005; Alroy, 2010; Brocklehurst et al., 2012).
Moreover, taphonomic and diagenetic processes during burial
and fossilisation often distort the original morphology of fossil
remains, further affecting the quality of the fossil record
(Benton and Harper, 2009).

Taphonomic deformation, such as plastic or brittle
deformation, is often apparent in fossil remains. While such
taphonomic artefacts may affect fossils of any kind, they are
often particularly concerning for vertebrate palaeontologists
due to limited numbers of specimens and the considerable
complexity of vertebrate fossil remains. Skeletal deformation
is often especially pronounced in fragile, thin-walled, and
delicate specimens such as those characterised by skeletal
pneumaticity [in which hollow cavities within or adjacent to
bones were occupied by air-filled diverticula of the respiratory
system in life (Lambertz et al., 2018)]. Fossil birds are therefore
especially vulnerable to taphonomic deformation due to their
relatively small size and comparatively delicate skeletons usually
characterised by thin bone walls (Currey and Alexander, 1985;
Brocklehurst et al., 2012). By contrast, sauropod dinosaurs were
characterised by enormous size and greatly elongated necks and
tails and highly pneumatised postcrania (Wedel, 2005; Cerda
et al., 2012; Yates et al., 2012). However, due to their size and
lightweight structure (as a result of extensive postcranial skeletal
pneumaticity) (Schwarz-Wings et al., 2010), their fossil record
is also generally fragmentary, and their axial bones are often
similarly deformed diagenetically (Mannion and Upchurch,
2010; Tschopp et al., 2013; Cashmore et al., 2020). Although
the intricate structure of pneumatic recesses, foramina, and
trabecular architecture provide lightness while maintaining
the strength of bones in life (Schwarz-Wings et al., 2010),
these thin-walled and fragile structures are prone to breakage
and distortion after an animal’s death due to factors such as
trampling before burial, and compaction post-burial (Benton
and Harper, 2009). This distortion may hinder reasonable
interpretations of detailed morphology and influence taxonomic
diagnoses and phylogenetic hypotheses, as delicate structures
may carry important phylogenetic information that is often

Abbreviations: ALMNH, Alabama Museum of Natural History, Tuscaloosa,
AL, United States; CM, Carnegie Museum of Natural History, Pittsburgh, PA,
United States; FHSM, Sternberg Museum of Natural History/Fort Hays State
University, Hays, KS, United States; KUVP, University of Kansas Museum of
Natural History, Vertebrate Paleontology, Lawrence, KS, United States; NHMUK,
Natural History Museum, London, United Kingdom; NMZ, Natural History
Museum, University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland; PIM UZH, Paleontological
Institute and Museum, University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland; SMA,
Sauriermuseum Aathal, Aathal, Switzerland; YPM, Yale Peabody Museum of
Natural History, New Haven, CT, United States.

affected or entirely lost due to deformation (Bonaparte, 1999;
Wilson, 1999; White, 2003; Foth and Rauhut, 2013; Tschopp
et al., 2013; Kammerer et al., 2020). Additionally, functional and
biomechanical analyses may lead to misleading results if plastic
deformation is not appropriately accounted for (Lautenschlager,
2016). Therefore, the development of reliable retrodeformation
techniques that enable the reconstruction of intricate structures
without introducing additional uncertainties or inaccuracies is
critical (see Tschopp et al., 2013).

Various methods have been proposed to retrodeform
taphonomically distorted fossilised skeletal remains, such as
rearticulation of broken fragments (e.g., Zollikofer et al., 2005;
Nyakatura et al., 2015; Porro et al., 2015; Di Vincenzo et al.,
2017; Wang et al., 2018), morphing reference models (Gunz
et al., 2009; Vidal and Díez Díaz, 2017), and the use of landmarks
(e.g., Gunz et al., 2009; Molnar et al., 2012; Tallman et al., 2014;
Lautenschlager, 2016; Schlager et al., 2018; Cirilli et al., 2020).
In particular, retrodeformation has been applied to bilaterally
symmetrical objects, such as cranial or axial elements, as these
may offer reference points from which the directionality of
plastic deformation can be deduced (Ogihara et al., 2006; Arbour
and Currie, 2012; Tschopp et al., 2013; Cuff and Rayfield,
2015; Nyakatura et al., 2015; Lautenschlager, 2016; Schlager
et al., 2018). Thus, symmetrisation is an important step in the
reconstruction of deformed palaeontological specimens, and
may involve digitally restoring missing and damaged parts of a
specimen and estimating the specimen’s original shape (Ghosh
et al., 2010; Tallman et al., 2014; Lautenschlager, 2016; Vidal
and Díez Díaz, 2017). Alternative retrodeformation approaches,
not employing landmarks, rely on differing assumptions and
preconceived ideas about deformation processes or the response
of an object to taphonomic forces during the fossilisation
process. If an object is incomplete, or one side is severely
crushed, the opposite side can be mirrored and superimposed to
complete the missing regions (Gunz et al., 2009; Lautenschlager,
2016). However, this is only possible under the assumption that
the better-preserved side is undistorted; otherwise, potential
deformation artefacts will be assumed to represent genuine
morphological variation, potentially introducing errors into
the reconstruction.

Here, we present a novel 3D reconstruction workflow
for fossilised skeletal elements based on retopology and
retrodeformation. Retopology is a term originating in 3D
computer animation, referring to the simplification (i.e., reducing
the number of elements of a model) and re-meshing of high-
resolution polygonal models (Bommes et al., 2009; Rossoni
et al., 2020) into either triangular (tris) or quadrilateral surface
elements (quads). In our workflow, digitised specimens are
retopologised and simplified to obtain a uniformly tessellated
(i.e., a regularly subdivided surface with no gaps) and
topologically symmetrical mesh (for originally symmetrical
objects) before they are retrodeformed. Previous work by
Rahman and Lautenschlager (2017) demonstrated that such
simplified surface approximations offer great potential in
biomechanical analyses, such as finite element analyses (FEA),
and are thus reliable alternatives to high fidelity models (e.g., see
Morales-García et al., 2019; Lautenschlager et al., 2020).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

The three-dimensional retrodeformation method presented
herein has been developed and tested on two case studies. It was
first developed for and applied to several cervical vertebrae (CV)
of the diplodocine sauropod Galeamopus pabsti, based on a single
individual (SMA 0011/NMZ 1000011; Tschopp and Mateus,
2017), and further refined to reconstruct the sternum of the
crownward stem-bird Ichthyornis dispar (Marsh, 1880; Clarke,
2004; Field et al., 2018; Benito et al., 2022). This refinement
combined information from multiple individuals preserving
different aspects of each bone in 2D and 3D, allowing an idealised
composite reconstruction.

Galeamopus pabsti Sauriermuseum
Aathal 0011/Natural History Museum
University of Zurich 1000011
The cervical series was found partially articulated, with the
cervicodorsal transition having been especially well preserved
and in articulation (Tschopp and Mateus, 2017). The preserved
cervical series consists of 13 vertebrae, which includes a
complete series from the atlas to cervical vertebra 10. Three
additional posterior cervical vertebrae of uncertain identity
are also preserved, but these are all heavily distorted. Most
cervical vertebrae were compressed transversely; however, CV
7 and 8 were predominantly compressed dorsoventrally (this
deformation is most evident in the neural arch of CV 8).
Neural arches in these two mid-cervical vertebrae were not
fused to their centra, and were disarticulated during burial. In
addition to compression, the mid and posterior cervical vertebrae
were strongly sheared anteroposteriorly and dorsoventrally.
These multiple aspects of deformation resulted in a complex
taphonomic pattern that is not uniform along the entire
cervical series. Because of this complex taphonomic history,
and the extremely fragile, lightweight structure of the vertebrae,
the extent of preparation was not uniform along the entire
vertebral series. Cervical vertebrae 1–8 were fully mechanically
prepared, whereas the posterior cervical vertebrae were only
partially exposed. These were preserved in two blocks and
are still partially embedded in matrix, leaving only their
right sides exposed (Figure 1). Three mid-cervical vertebrae
(CV 8-10) were reconstructed here. The Galeamopus pabsti
specimen SMA 0011 (holotype) and other specimens from
the Sauriermuseum Aathal (SMA) were recently donated to
the University of Zurich and transferred to the collection
of the new Natural History Museum of the University of
Zurich (NMZ), where this specimen is accessioned under NMZ
1000011; it, however, remains on display at the SMA under
permanent loan. For clarity we, therefore, refer to it using both
catalogue numbers.

Ichthyornis dispar
The basis for the reconstruction and retrodeformation of the
sternum of Ichthyornis were several 2D and 3D preserved
specimens (Figure 2), described by Benito et al. (2022), showing
extensive overlap and thus allowing individual well preserved

parts to be combined into an idealised composite reconstruction,
hereafter referred to as a “prototype”; see Table 1. The
terminology describing the preservation of the sterna follows
Baumel and Witmer (1993) and Livezey and Zusi (2006).

Sternberg Museum of Natural History/Fort Hays State
University VP-18702
The sternum of FHSM VP-18702 is almost complete with
the anterior portion relatively well preserved, mostly in three
dimensions (Figure 2A). The left side of the sternal rostrum,
anterior edge of the sternal keel and the overlapping section
of the coracoid sulci are particularly well preserved in 3D.
The left coracoid sulcus is preserved in its entirety, although
its posterior part is broken in multiple places and slightly
displaced medially. The left ventral lip is crushed and distorted
with a fracture extending anteromedially through it. The left
craniolateral process and rib facets are folded slightly medially
along this fracture. Overall, the left side of the sternum is
crushed and folded with large parts overlapping each other.
The elements of the right side of the sternum are generally
not displaced; however, they are heavily flattened. There is a
fracture along the junction of the right lateral plate with the
carina extending toward the anterior coracoid pillar. Along
this fracture the right side is folded dorsomedially. The right
coracoid sulcus is partially preserved with the portion close
to the sternal rostrum badly crushed and collapsed onto itself,
exposing the internal pneumatic structure of the sternum. The
posterior part of the coracoid sulcus is broken off just before
the ventral lip and is shifted medially. The right craniolateral
process is mostly missing. The posterior margin of the right
side, including the caudolateral process and the intermediate
trabecula, is well preserved. The pneumatic foramen on the
anterior dorsal surface of the sternum is not discernible
among the crushed and broken bone fragments in this area,
but the pneumatic cavity is visible in cross-section. The
general shape of the keel is well preserved although slightly
mediolaterally flattened.

University of Kansas Museum of Natural History,
Vertebrate Paleontology 119673
The sternum of KUVP 119673 preserves the keel, the left lateral
plate, and a part of the posterior portion of the right lateral
plate (between the median trabecula and intermediate trabecula)
(Figure 2B). The remaining portion of the right lateral plate is
lost. The sternum is dorsoventrally flattened and, in contrast to
the other two sterna discussed here, the keel is not folded laterally
but is preserved in its original position, although somewhat
flattened and apparently sheared. The anterior edge of the sternal
keel and the sternal rostrum with the overlapping section of
the coracoid sulci are extremely crushed and flattened, making
it impossible to make any relevant morphological observations.
The left coracoid sulcus is poorly preserved and the ventral lip
is somewhat crushed and flattened. The anterior dorsal surface
of the lateral plate is relatively well preserved; however, the
margin is somewhat eroded and incomplete. The left lateral
margin with the costal facets is completely preserved with only
minor deformation and the craniolateral process appears mostly
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FIGURE 1 | The Galeamopus pabsti specimen SMA 0011/NMZ 1000011 used in this study. (A) Articulated cervical series based on the 3D scanned bones; note
the gap between the last three cervical vertebrae and CV 10. (B) Photogrammetric model of the partially exposed CV 9 and CV 10. (C) Disarticulated centra and
neural arches of CV 7 (left) and CV 8 (right) in posterior view. (D) Mounted skeleton of Galeamopus pabsti at the Sauriermuseum Aathal (SMA) in Aathal, Switzerland.

complete; however, due to radio-opaque inclusions in this area it
is impossible to discern the actual extent of the preserved process.
The left lateral plate has several cracks in the regions where it
became slightly folded taphonomically, and a large dorsoventrally
oriented hole punctured the lateral plate. The posterior margin,
including the median trabecula and both intermediate trabeculae,
is well preserved; however, the right trabecula appears to be
deformed, thus the shapes of the left and right trabeculae do not
precisely match.

Natural History Museum United Kingdom PV A 905
Only the keel and the right lateral plate of the sternum of
NHMUK PV A 905 are preserved with the left side entirely

absent (Figure 2C). Although the element is generally flattened,
a few regions are well preserved in 3D, particularly the right
lateral margin, including the craniolateral process and the costal
facets, as well as the posterior part of the right coracoid
sulcus including the ventral lip. The right side of the sternal
rostrum and most of the anterior part of the right coracoid
sulcus are also preserved in 3D with minimal distortion. The
dorsal margin, however, is crushed, and fragments are displaced
laterally. The dorsal surface of the sternum in this area is
heavily crushed and fragmented and the internal trabecular
structure of the pneumatic recess is exposed. The right margin
of the pneumatic foramen is well preserved; however, its exact
size, shape, and position are not discernible as the fragments
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FIGURE 2 | Sterna of the Ichthyornis specimens. Segmented 3D models from
the CT scans of the Ichthyornis specimens FHSM VP-18702 (A) in oblique
craniolateral view, KUVP 119673 (B) in oblique caudodorsal view and NHMUK
PV A 905 (C) in oblique dorsolateral view. The cranial direction is indicated
with an arrow for each of the specimens. CAP, caudolateral process; CF,
costal facet; CRP, craniolateral process; CS, coracoid sulcus; IT, intermediate
trabecula; MT, median trabecula; SK, sternal keel; SR, sternal rostrum; VL,
ventral lip.

are displaced. The right posterior margin of the sternum is
incomplete and only the caudolateral process, the anterior
margin of the lateral incisure and the base of the intermediate
trabecula are preserved, while the medial incisure and the median
trabecula are missing. The posterior-most part of the keel and
the sternal apex are missing. A large piece of the keel is also
broken off and slightly displaced ventrally; otherwise, the keel
is well preserved.

METHODS

Our proposed workflow for reconstructing the undistorted
morphology of a taphonomically deformed fossilised skeletal
element consists of several individual steps, and varies depending
on the predominant type of taphonomic deformation being
addressed. These steps fall into four categories: digitisation,
retopology (including repair of minor taphonomic alterations),
retrodeformation, and symmetrisation (Figure 3).

Digitisation
Specimens were first digitised to obtain the three-dimensional
morphology of the preserved elements. For our datasets we
used Photogrammetry and micro-CT scanning; however, other
methodologies may also be applicable (see Cunningham et al.,
2014; Davies et al., 2017; Díez Díaz et al., 2021).

Galeamopus
All 13 preserved cervical vertebrae of SMA 0011/NMZ 1000011
were digitised individually prior to mounting of the specimen
(Figure 1D) using photogrammetry with the software package
AGISOFT PHOTOSCAN 1.3.1 (Agisoft LLC, St. Petersburg,
Russia), following the approach outlined by Mallison and Wings
(2014). We used a Nikon D40 with the lens AF-S DX Zoom-
Nikkor 18–55 mm for initial photography. Focal length was fixed
at 35 mm to minimise distortion, and ISO was set to 400 or 800,
with an f-stop of 16–20, where possible. Pictures were taken with
the highest available resolution in JPEG format (see also Mallison
and Wings, 2014). Disarticulated neural spines and centra of
CV 7 and CV 8 (Figure 1C) were photographed and modelled
individually and reassembled in AUTODESK MAYA 1.3.1
(Autodesk, San Rafael, CA, United States). Since the posterior
cervical vertebrae were only partially freed from matrix, only
their exposed right side could be digitised. All digitised bones
of Galeamopus and all resulting processing steps are available on
MorphoSource (see Supplementary Table 1 for the complete list
of elements and links), following the recommendations of Davies
et al. (2017) and Díez Díaz et al. (2021).

Ichthyornis
High-resolution micro-CT scans of several Ichthyornis sterna
were obtained from multiple facilities in the United Kingdom
and United States. NHMUK PV A 905 was µCT scanned
at the Cambridge Biotomography Centre, Cambridge,
United Kingdom, using a Nikon 49 Metrology XT H 225 ST
scanner and KUVP 119673 and FHSM VP-18702 were scanned
at the University of Texas High-Resolution X-ray CT Facility
(UTCT), Austin, TX, United States, see Supplementary Table 2
for scan parameters. µCT data were processed and the bones
segmented in VGSTUDIO MAX 3.2.5 (Volume Graphics GmbH,
Heidelberg, Germany). The digitised sterna of the Ichthyornis
specimens and all resulting processing steps are available on
MorphoSource (see Supplementary Table 1 for the complete list
of elements and links), following the recommendations of Davies
et al. (2017) and Díez Díaz et al. (2021).
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TABLE 1 | Definition of technical terms.

Term Explanation

Prototype Hypothetical surface approximation and reconstruction of a specimen

Mediotype Three-dimensional interpolation of two or more surface approximations, which may be reconstructions, i.e.,
prototypes, but do not need to be. Not to be confused with mediotypes as defined by Belvedere et al. (2018).

FIGURE 3 | Diagram illustrating the process of retrodeformation, analysis and visualisation of an object using our proposed workflow incorporating retopology.

Retopology
The goal of using retopology for the purpose of fossil
reconstruction is to create a clean and uniform topology of
a mesh approximating the shape of the preserved object.
Quadrilateral tessellated surfaces (i.e., elements) are preferable

over triangular surfaces as they are more intuitive to manipulate,
their representation as mostly rows and columns allows
simpler subdivision and texturing (e.g., for visualisation
purposes), and they are better suited for FEA and online science
communication (e.g., Rahman et al., 2012; Bommes et al., 2013;
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Lautenschlager and Rücklin, 2014; Rossoni et al., 2020).
A quadrangular retopologised mesh represents a surface
approximation of the original shape consisting solely of quads,
where edges are ideally aligned with surface structures of
the object, such as creases or ridges. The definition of these
orientation and/or alignment constraints can either be specified
manually (i.e., manual retopology), or heuristically estimated
(Bommes et al., 2009). Although automated retopology is fast
and a necessary step to prepare reality-based models (that
is, models derived through surface digitisation techniques or
CT-scanning; Cunningham et al., 2014; Davies et al., 2017; Díez
Díaz et al., 2021) for analyses such as FEA (see Rossoni et al.,
2020), it often lacks the control necessary to allow for further
object-to-object comparisons (see below). Manual retopology
provides such control and allows taking the original undistorted
(in vivo) shape into account, with edges ideally aligned to the
initial surface structure. If an object was bilaterally symmetrical
in life, the topology should acknowledge its original symmetry
even though the shape of the object as preserved might no longer
be symmetrical. Each individual vertex should receive a mirrored
corresponding vertex on the other side of the object’s original
plane of symmetry, thereby establishing a homologous point pair.
Point pairs should be established even when the corresponding
point was displaced due to brittle or plastic deformation (unless
it was lost through fragmentation of the specimen or it cannot
be confidently identified, e.g., if one side is still covered by
matrix). The targeted and purposeful placement of vertices
enables numerous downstream inferences, such as quantitative
morphological comparisons among multiple specimens, as

these can be integrated into geometric morphometric analyses
by treating individual vertices as landmarks. This facilitates
the quantification of deformation and direct interpolations of
“mediotypes” (see Table 1) of axial elements, which could be
useful in the case of missing vertebrae, haemal arches, or ribs to
fill in gaps in a skeleton (Lautenschlager, 2016). Additionally,
this approach allows parts of multiple specimens to be combined
into a single, idealised “prototype” (see Table 1), similar to
the Target Deformation technique (Cirilli et al., 2020). Areas
that are differentially preserved in multiple specimens can be
combined into a single composite based on the superimposition
(Lautenschlager, 2016) and averaging and/or alignment of
respective overlapping vertices. As in other techniques for
reconstruction and retrodeformation (e.g., Lautenschlager, 2016)
or surface approximation (e.g., Rahman and Lautenschlager,
2017), minor imperfections such as cracks in a fossil can be
directly addressed and removed. The general workflow is similar
to the non-uniform R B-splines (NURBS)-based approach of
Molnar et al. (2012); however, due to the use of polygonal
modelling instead of NURBS modelling, finer control over the
resulting mesh surface is possible (Demuth et al., 2022).

To retopologise digitised specimens, the high-resolution
meshes were converted into a “live surface” (Molnar et al.,
2012; Demuth et al., 2022) in MAYA, which allowed individual
vertices to be placed directly onto the surface of the specimens
(Figure 3; Demuth et al., 2022) using the Modelling Toolkit,
in a manner similar to the placement of anatomically defined
landmarks and semilandmarks (Bardua et al., 2019). Most
individual vertices were placed manually or through subdividing

FIGURE 4 | Surface approximations of the retrodeformed Galeamopus pabsti cervical vertebrae 8–10. Left, vertebrae in cranial view; middle, vertebrae in dorsal,
lateral and ventral view; right, vertebrae in caudal view. Arrow indicates cranial direction.
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already-defined quads, and their positions were iteratively
refined through spline relaxation of the vertices on the mesh
surface in a manner similar to Laplacian smoothing (e.g.,
see Sorkine et al., 2004; Gunz et al., 2005). Vertices were
placed in a targeted way incorporating bilateral symmetry
only (Galeamopus), and bilateral symmetry and all other
specimens (Ichthyornis) to ensure that each vertex received
corresponding vertices on the other side, and the other
specimens, respectively.

Bones were thus retopologised into a quadrilateral tessellated
surface and thus simplified to obtain a uniform and topologically
symmetrical mesh and surface approximation for both
Galeamopus and all Ichthyornis specimens. Minor taphonomic
alterations, such as cracks and smaller holes, were also removed
during this process.

Retrodeformation
The simplest type of deformation is homogenous and unilateral
compression, which can be counteracted through unilateral
scaling (i.e., stretching along the deformation axis; Motani,
1997; Zollikofer et al., 2005; Di Vincenzo et al., 2017. However,
this approach may be problematic as a multitude of possible
stretching directions can produce a perfectly symmetrical
object for any given set of homologous bilateral point pairs,
precluding a unique solution for each case (Kazhdan et al.,
2009). It is therefore necessary to find the optimal solution
that results in minimal deviation from symmetry when uniform
and unilateral stretch is applied, through additional criteria
such as the minimal required stretch (Zollikofer et al., 2005;
Tallman et al., 2014) or comparison with known reference
shapes (Nyakatura et al., 2015). For crania, an additional
point of reference is the often-circular shape of the orbit in

FIGURE 5 | Surface approximation of a retrodeformed Ichthyornis dispar
sternum. Left, cranial view; middle, dorsal, lateral and ventral view; right,
caudal view. Arrow indicates cranial direction.

extant taxa, which can serve as a proxy for measuring the
deviation, and therefore degree of deformation, of fossilised
cranial remains (Arbour and Currie, 2012; Cuff and Rayfield,
2015; Nyakatura et al., 2015). In the absence of additional
reference points, an originally bilaterally symmetrical specimen
that experienced uniform compression perpendicular to, or
along its plane of symmetry, can not be restored through
stretching since the object would remain symmetrical despite its
deformation, precluding attempts to determine the directionality
of deformation (Tallman et al., 2014).

Other approaches for symmetrising objects include
reflecting (mirroring) or averaging bilateral landmarks for
uniformly sheared objects (Angielczyk and Sheets, 2007;
Gunz et al., 2009; Tallman et al., 2014), or employing more
sophisticated symmetrisation algorithms such as least-
squares solutions for complex deformations (Mitra et al.,
2006, 2007; Ogihara et al., 2006; Golovinskiy et al., 2009;
Ghosh et al., 2010; Tallman et al., 2014). Although some
of these solutions depend on assumptions that may be
challenging to definitively account for [e.g., that the distances
between landmarks have not been additionally altered due
to compression, see Ogihara et al. (2006)], these approaches
can overcome deformations not only limited to compression,
but also additional bending by first addressing compressional
deformation in local neighbourhoods (Ghosh et al., 2010;
Tallman et al., 2014), and then restoring symmetry through
clustering of local symmetry planes (Mitra et al., 2007) or a
global least-squares optimisation of local symmetries (Ghosh
et al., 2010; Tallman et al., 2014). Non-linear symmetrisation
techniques usually rely on the placement of a number of
corresponding point pairs [usually discrete landmarks, but
see Mitra et al. (2007) for an automated process through
curvature-based point pairing] to which an underlying
mesh is retrodeformed to match its presumed original shape
(Ponce De León and Zollikofer, 1999).

However, all landmark-based retrodeformation techniques
have an ultimate flaw: fragmentation and brittle deformation
in combination with plastic deformation may render some
landmarks useless (Vidal and Díez Díaz, 2017) if individual
reference points are entirely non-existent [but see Cirilli et al.
(2020) for a solution to this problem] or difficult to estimate
due to dislocation, displacement or folding of a specimen. Fully
automated approaches are therefore not universally applicable to
all specimens, which was the case for both our case studies (see
Supplementary Figure 1).

Galeamopus
Fragmented and disarticulated pieces were rearticulated and
placed at their assumed original positions. Missing and/or
invisible parts were mirrored from the opposite side for
Galeamopus and transformed using the Lattice Deformer in
MAYA to align bilaterally exposed elements such as pre- and
postzygapophyses to roughly estimate the hidden morphology
and complete the partially exposed vertebrae.

The cervical vertebrae were initially retrodeformed using
the retrodeform procedure in the IDAV LANDMARK editor
(Lautenschlager, 2016) with a subset of the symmetrical
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FIGURE 6 | Deformation of the neural arch of CV 8 of Galeamopus pabsti SMA 0011/NMZ 1000011. PCA of the differences in the components of the vector
between corresponding vertices (A,B). PC1 represents the major axis of deformation. Histograms of the absolute deformation (morphological distance) between the
reconstruction and the original specimen (C) and the angles between the different orientations of the corresponding vertex normals (E). Visualisation of the
deformations in oblique views (D,F).
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FIGURE 7 | Deformation of the vertebral centrum of CV 8 of Galeamopus pabsti SMA 0011/NMZ 1000011. PCA of the differences in the components of the vector
between corresponding vertices (A,B). PC1 represents the major axis of deformation. Histograms of the absolute deformation (morphological distance) between the
reconstruction and the original specimen (C) and the angles between the different orientations of the corresponding vertex normals (E). Visualisation of the
deformations in oblique views (D,F).
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FIGURE 8 | Deformation of CV 9 of Galeamopus pabsti SMA 0011/NMZ 1000011. PCA of the differences in the components of the vector between corresponding
vertices (A,B). PC1 represents the major axis of deformation. Histograms of the absolute deformation (morphological distance) between the trimmed reconstruction
and the exposed original specimen (C) and the angles between the different orientations of the corresponding vertex normals (E). Visualisation of the deformations in
oblique views (D,F).
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FIGURE 9 | Deformation of CV 10 of Galeamopus pabsti SMA 0011/NMZ 1000011. PCA of the differences in the components of the vector between corresponding
vertices (A,B). PC1 represents the major axis of deformation. Histograms of the absolute deformation (morphological distance) between the trimmed reconstruction
and the exposed original specimen (C) and the angles between the different orientations of the corresponding vertex normals (E). Visualisation of the deformations in
oblique views (D,F).
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landmarks across the sagittal plane (Figure 3) placed only on
exposed bone. The retrodeformed vertebrae from LANDMARK
were then fully symmetrised in MAYA through averaging
the left and right sides (Figure 3). To accomplish this,
the vertebrae were duplicated and mirrored and the vertices
reordered to calculate the bilaterally average position of each
vertex using a blend shape deformer with a weighting of 0.5.
The vertebrae were subsequently adjusted to remove plastic
deformation artefacts not covered through the LANDMARK
retrodeformation and MAYA symmetrisation. To do so, the
vertebrae were manually adjusted to reconstruct the assumed
initially circular shape of the condyles and cotyles (Nyakatura
et al., 2015) and the position and orientation of the pre-
and postzygapophyses were slightly adjusted to bring them
in line with the subsequent and/or preceding vertebrae.
The diapophyses and laminae were adjusted to follow their
general orientations in other less deformed flagellicaudatan
sauropod specimens, such as Kaatedocus siberi SMA 0004/NMZ
1000004 (Tschopp and Mateus, 2013), Diplodocus carnegii

CM 84 (Hatcher, 1901) and Apatosaurus louisae CM 3018
(Gilmore, 1936).

Ichthyornis
The different specimens of Ichthyornis were compared, and
individual well preserved regions, such as the crossed coracoid
sulci in FHSM VP-18702 (Supplementary Figure 2A) or
the craniolateral process and ventral lip of NHMUK PV A
905 (Supplementary Figure 2B), were detached from their
original retopology meshes and combined into a new composite
reconstruction. The well preserved coracoids KUVP 2281,
ALMNH PV 1993.2.133, and YPM VP.001733 (Clarke, 2004;
Benito et al., 2022) were used to assist in the shape reconstruction
of the individual asymmetrical coracoid sulci while keeping
their posterior margins symmetrical. The general shape and
curvature of the lateral sternal plates were guided by sterna
of comparable extant taxa, such as Anas discors, Ardea alba,
Burhinus oedicnemus, and Sterna hirundo (Marsh, 1880; Clarke,
2004; Benito et al., 2022), while ensuring that the outline of

FIGURE 10 | Deformation comparison of the different vertebrae. Scatter plot of absolute global deformation (X-axis) and local deformation (Y-axis) of all vertebrae
(A), combined arch and centrum of CV 8 (B), CV 9 (C), and CV 10 (D). Note the different number of landmarks “n” for each specimen.
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the Ichthyornis sternum remained consistent with the preserved
specimens (Supplementary Figure 2C).

Quantification of Deformation
Due to the targeted retopology of the individual specimens and
the identical topology of the reconstructions, the specimens could
be readily compared using geometric morphometric approaches.
Each individual vertex (i.e., the global position of a mesh
point) of the surface approximations acted as landmark for
the shape comparison in the open-source software R (R Core
Team, 2019). The reconstructions of the Ichthyornis sternum
and the Galeamopus cervical vertebrae were trimmed for each
comparison to match the preserved and/or exposed parts of the
respective individual specimen by removing the missing vertices
and faces, and their vertices were subsequently reordered in
MAYA to receive corresponding point pairs. Trimmed surface
approximations were loaded into R as Wavefront OBJ files
and then processed through a generalised Procrustes analysis
(GPA) using the R package geomorph (Adams et al., 2018)
and subsequently analysed using the R package FactoMineR
(Lê et al., 2008).

Global deformation was quantified as the distance between
corresponding landmarks (i.e., vertices), similarly to previous
studies (e.g., Di Vincenzo et al., 2017; Schlager et al., 2018; Cirilli
et al., 2020; Bolet et al., 2021). However, shape variation between
the original specimen and the reconstruction was visualised as
heat maps using vertex colours in MAYA through a custom MAYA
Embedded Language (MEL) script (Supplementary Material).

Due to the fact that the surface approximations consisted
not only of vertices (representing landmarks) but were also
connected through faces, additional information, such as the
area or spatial orientation of individual faces and consequently
of the vertices, could be obtained. For these calculations
the surface approximations were triangulated so that three
vertices described each individual face. A face normal represents
a vector perpendicular to the plane described by its three
vertices. Since each vertex could be part of multiple faces,
the vertex normals were calculated as normalised summed
vectors of the face normals of the surrounding faces multiplied
by their in-face angle and face area. Local deformation was
thus quantified as the change of orientation of the vertex
normals in comparison between the retopologised deformed
specimen and the trimmed reconstruction [i.e., the angle
between the vectors representing the vertex normals, which is
an addition to the repertoire of visualising local deformation
(Piras et al., 2020)]. Additionally, individual face areas could be
quantified and compared to visualise which areas were locally
compressed during fossilisation, similar to the visualisations of
deformation in Cirilli et al. (2020).

RESULTS

Reconstruction of the Galeamopus
Cervical Vertebrae
Reconstructed CV 8 to 10 of Galeamopus pabsti SMA 0011/NMZ
1000011 are displayed in Figure 4 and key metrics can be found in

Supplementary Table 3. The unfused and disarticulated centrum
and neural arch of CV 8 were combined for the reconstruction.
Cervical vertebrae 9 and 10 were both individually reconstructed.

Reconstruction of the Ichthyornis
Sternum
The three-dimensional reconstruction of the Ichthyornis sternum
consists of 11,444 vertices connected by 11,442 quadrilateral
faces or 22,884 triangles (Figure 5 and Supplementary Table 4).
To enable comparison and evaluate the deformation of each
of the individual specimens the reconstructed “prototype” was
trimmed to only include vertices and faces present in each
relevant specimen. Therefore, three additional adaptations of the
reconstruction were created with differing numbers of vertices
and faces, one for each of the specimens included in this study
(Supplementary Table 4).

While some degree of skeletal asymmetry is present in all
bilaterally symmetrical organisms, the magnitude is usually small
and asymmetrical noise is usually filtered out in shape analyses
(Hedrick et al., 2019). Large degrees of skeletal asymmetry are,
by contrast, extremely rare in vertebrates due to developmental
stability (Hedrick et al., 2019). Yet, if present, such as the
crossed coracoid sulci in the sternum of Ichthyornis (Figure 2
and Supplementary Figure 2A) or the skulls of echolocating
whales (Coombs et al., 2020), such asymmetries represent a
fundamental challenge to the general symmetrisation process of
every retrodeformation protocol. Therefore, the coracoid sulci
were separated from the rest of the sternum and thus excluded
from the symmetrisation process. However, due to the fact that
the asymmetrical coracoid sulci were bracketed by symmetrical
elements (the sternal rostrum and keel cranially and ventrally, the
coracoid pillar caudally and the craniolateral processes laterally),
and were additionally preserved almost undistorted in FHSM
VP-18702, they could be reincorporated into the symmetrised
sternum reconstruction (Figure 5).

Quantification of Taphonomic
Deformation
Taphonomic deformation of the individual specimens was
evaluated as both global deformation (i.e., the morphological
distance between the reconstruction and the deformed
specimen), and local deformation (i.e., the difference in
spatial orientation of the individual vertex normals, or the
difference of the direction of the vector perpendicular to the
planes described by surrounding vertices). All specimens showed
a wide range of global and local deformation; however, the
specimens showed individual differences related to their specific
deformation histories. Principal component analysis (PCA) of
global deformation revealed the major deformation axes, with
PC1 corresponding to the main axis along which the specimens
were compressed and/or sheared. Areas within a specimen with
high degrees of local deformation could be attributed to folding
or shearing of an area in relation to another resulting in large
differences in angles relative to the idealised reconstruction.
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Galeamopus
Individual global and local deformation of each vertebra
was quantified through morphological comparisons of
the retopologised exposed bone with the trimmed down
reconstruction of each respective vertebra (Figures 6–9). The
disarticulated centrum and neural arch of CV8 were compared
individually (Figures 6, 7) but combined for the comparison
of all reconstructed vertebrae (Figure 10). There appears
to be no clear correlation between the degree of global and
local deformation in any of the three reconstructed vertebrae
(Figure 10). PC1 explains 65% of deformation for the centrum of
CV8 and more than 75% of CV9 and CV10 as well as the arch of
CV8 attributable to this axis, with the other PC axes representing
only relatively minor contributions to overall deformation.

Ichthyornis
The deformation of the Ichthyornis sterna could be quantified
in each individual specimen by comparison to the trimmed
“prototype” reconstructions matching their individual topology
and vertex count. This, however, complicated direct comparisons
among all specimens, as some landmarks were present in
some specimens but not in others. Nonetheless, the individual
specimens could be compared to examine patterns in their
deformation (Figures 11–14), as the relationship between global
and local deformations was investigated irrespective of their exact
landmark configuration. Whereas the sterna of NHMUK PV
A905 and KUVP 119673 were primarily unilaterally flattened,
FHSM VP-18702 was mediolaterally compressed and folded,
and thus showed more overall deformation than the other two
specimens (Figure 14A). Overall, FHSM VP-18702 showed the
greatest deformation disparity of the three specimens, occupying
the greatest area of both local and global deformation axes, which
is likely related to its greater degree of completeness with respect
to the other specimens. If more disparate points are represented
in a specimen (e.g., FHSM VP-18702 uniquely preserves both
lateral plates of the sternum), then depending on the direction
of deformation they experienced, this increased surface area
might naturally exhibit a higher degree of global deformation
than a more fragmentary element, as peripheral landmarks might
be displaced more than centrally positioned ones, especially
in mediolateral compression as FHSM VP-18702 experienced
(Figure 12).

The cluster of local deformation of around 10◦ with varying
degrees of morphological distance between the reconstruction
and the original, deformed, NHMUK PV A905 (Figure 14B)
suggests that a localised area experienced a consistent change
of orientation with increasing spatial distance during the
deformation. Thus, this pattern probably results from a single
breakage and folding of that localised area. In contrast, the
cluster of around 0.9 cm of deformation with various angles in
FHSM VP-18702 (Figure 14D) captures complex folding and
bending with little variation in offset in a subarea of the posterior
left lateral plate in this specimen. In KUVP 119673 no clear
pattern of deformation could be observed, with both global
and local deformation being widely distributed with no obvious
correlations among them (Figure 14C).

DISCUSSION

We present our hard tissue reconstructions as hypothetical
and idealised surface approximations. There is always
an unavoidable degree of uncertainty regarding three-
dimensional reconstructions of taphonomically deformed
skeletal elements. The accuracy of a reconstruction process is
inevitably difficult to measure, unless an entirely undistorted
specimen exists as the basis for direct comparisons (see
Tallman et al., 2014; Schlager et al., 2018; Cirilli et al., 2020).
However, even automated retrodeformation approaches
can lead to multiple different results depending on
the degree of initial deformation (Tschopp et al., 2013;
Tallman et al., 2014; Vidal and Díez Díaz, 2017), and may
not produce an adequate reconstruction of a deformed
specimen’s true in vivo morphology (Supplementary
Figure 1; Tschopp et al., 2013; Hedrick et al., 2019). Such
situations necessitate the inclusion of sensitivity analyses
to address uncertainties in potential downstream analyses
(Bishop et al., 2021).

The retrodeformation methodology presented herein has
some caveats based on two key assumptions underlying the
reconstruction process:

(1) The method generally assumes bilateral symmetry in the
initial object, although it can in theory be applied to
generally asymmetrical objects (e.g., long bones), if at
least two of them are preserved; however, results for
such objects may be less reliable than for symmetrical
objects (see Hedrick et al., 2019; Pintore et al., 2022).
Small individual shape variation and fluctuating asymmetry
cannot be taken into account directly. In complex sauropod
vertebrae, certain asymmetrical and irregular accessory
laminae are thus impossible to fully represent with this
method, as both sides get symmetrised. Asymmetrical
portions of generally symmetrical objects, such as the
crossed coracoid sulci of Ichthyornis, can, however, be
specifically excluded from the generalised symmetrisation
process and later reincorporated into the reconstruction,
since they are bracketed by symmetrical elements. This
process therefore allows reconstructing virtually any mostly
bilaterally symmetrical bone, while allowing some localised
asymmetry to be maintained.

(2) This methodology produces a simplification and
idealisation of the general shape of any given bone. This
enables the reconstruction of the gross morphology, but
surface details and textures cannot directly be preserved,
and the reconstruction thus needs to be interpreted as an
idealised “prototype” of the object. This could, however,
be mitigated in combination with morphing tools applied
on top of the retopologised object, allowing the initial
shape to be morphed into the new “prototype” by using the
individual vertices as landmarks, thus potentially retaining
detailed surface information with minimal artificial
distortion. However, such high-fidelity reconstructions are
often not desirable as they increase computation time for
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FIGURE 11 | Deformation of NHMUK PV A 905. PCA of the differences in the components of the vector between corresponding vertices (A,B). PC1 represents the
major axis of deformation. Histograms of the absolute deformation (morphological distance) between the reconstruction and the original specimen (C) and the
angles between the different orientations of the corresponding vertex normals (E). Visualisation of the deformations in oblique views (D,F).
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FIGURE 12 | Deformation of FHSM VP-18702. PCA of the differences in the components of the vector between corresponding vertices (A,B). PC1 represents the
major axis of deformation. Histograms of the absolute deformation (morphological distance) between the reconstruction and the original specimen (C) and the
angles between the different orientations of the corresponding vertex normals (E). Visualisation of the deformations in oblique views (D,F).
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FIGURE 13 | Deformation of KUVP 119673. PCA of the global differences in the components of the vector between corresponding vertices (A,B). PC1 represents
the major axis of deformation. Histograms of the absolute deformation (morphological distance) between the reconstruction and the original specimen (C) and the
angles between the different orientations of the corresponding vertex normals (E). Visualisation of the deformations in oblique views (D,F).
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FIGURE 14 | Deformation comparison of the different specimens. Scatter plot of absolute global deformation and local deformation for all specimens (A) and each
specimen individually, (B) NHMUK PV A905, (C) KUVP 119673, and (D) FHSM VP-18702. Note the different number of landmarks “n” for each specimen in
comparison with the complete reconstruction dataset of 11,444 landmarks.

downstream analyses, such as biomechanical analyses (e.g.,
FEA) and surface approximations are often sufficient

(Rahman and Lautenschlager, 2017; Morales-García et al.,
2019; Lautenschlager et al., 2020). Furthermore, detailed
surface information might result from local deformation
rather than original morphology, so the morphing of
the original surface of the fossil into the reconstructed
shape may introduce more taphonomic artefacts than real
biological information. It is therefore not advised to simply
morph the original object into the new “prototype” shape.
Additionally, imprecision in the vertex placement can
inadvertently distort localised areas if the original object is
morphed, while the “prototype” itself is not affected by any
initial imprecision. The idealisation might instead represent
a more accurate but less precise reconstruction.

Our approach is not limited to reconstructing deformed
skeletal remains, but also has potential in investigating,
quantifying and comparing shape variation in minute detail.
Variation among serial elements, such as vertebrae, haemal arches
or ribs, could be investigated (e.g., see Marek et al., 2021; Müller

et al., 2021) to test whether, how many, and in which position
serial elements might be missing, and then to automatically
interpolate missing mediotypes to fill in the gaps.

The reconstruction methodology presented here focuses solely
on hard tissue remains (i.e., fossilised bones) and is partially
dependent on the quality of the remains. Aspects of this
approach are therefore unlikely to be directly applicable to
soft tissue remains because of their often-pliable nature, which
would be expected to prevent the reliable estimation of their
original morphology. However, the potential applicability of this
methodology to well preserved soft tissue remains will require
further investigation.

CONCLUSION

Our proposed retopology and reconstruction workflow
facilitates the integration of partial specimens into a composite
reconstruction and enables quantification and visualisation of
their taphonomic deformation. The lower resolution of the
surface approximation, in comparison with high fidelity scan
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data, allows for more control in the reconstruction process, and
facilitates downstream analyses with shorter computation times.

The inclusion of faces in shape analyses allows the
quantification of vertex and face orientation, adding another
possibility to capture and analyse local shape disparity. Mean
shapes of conventional landmark datasets can be triangulated
and the triangulation matrix applied to the other samples to
enable these additional comparisons.

The method presented here represents a significant advance
in our ability to overcome the challenges imposed by taphonomic
deformation of fossils, and provides new, robust approaches for
quantifying the extent and nature of taphonomic deformation.
We anticipate that this approach will prove useful for a wide
range of palaeobiological applications.
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